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Market environment 

Global equities surged over the second quarter of 2020, rebounding strongly from the steep sell-off over 
February and March. Growing optimism over economic recovery fuelled the rally as countries that had been 
among the worst hit by COVID-19 in the first quarter gradually started to ease lockdown measures and travel 
restrictions. While COVID-19 cases continued to rise globally, unprecedented government and central bank 
support buoyed stocks, helping investors overcome fears of a second wave of infections. The global economy 
ground to standstill in April as a result of measures taken to limit the spread of COVID-19. While European data 
improved throughout May and June as travel restrictions and lockdowns were lifted, a rise in new infections in 
southern and western US states delayed planned re-openings. The epicentre of the pandemic moved to Latin 
America, although India and Russia also saw a surge in cases. In China, the first economy to lockdown and 
subsequently ease such measures, economic metrics gradually returned to pre-COVID levels. Budget deficits 
ballooned as governments continued to provide financial support to both companies and individuals. Central 
banks provided liquidity, but warned of deep recessions and slow recoveries. 
 
In general, global government bonds posted modestly positive returns with yields in many markets closing the 
quarter little changed from their levels at the end of March. Peripheral euro-zone bonds were the exception, as 
yields declined on news that the EU planned a Recovery Fund to help member states hit by COVID-19. UK Gilts 
also outperformed. Meanwhile, corporate bonds surged, outperforming sovereign bonds by a considerable 
margin. High-yield bonds delivered especially strong returns as investors sought higher levels of income.     
 
Oil prices were volatile. In April, US oil prices briefly turned negative for the first time in history due to a lack of 
storage capacity, but the market recovered in May and June. Brent crude reached a peak above USD 45 a 
barrel on speculation that OPEC and Russia would agree to extend their record cuts to production. Gold 
surpassed USD 1,800 an ounce for the first time in more than seven years. 

The euro strengthened over the quarter, helped by signs that the euro-zone economy may be over the worst. 
After an exceptionally strong first quarter, the USD relinquished some of its gains. The GBP also weakened 
against the euro, with sentiment undermined by reports of limited progress in the trade talks with the EU.  

 

Performance analysis and strategy 

In this market environment, the fund retreated in value (in EUR terms) during the reporting period. The strategy 

posted a positive return in April, but retreated in value during the following two months. Performance was more 

challenged in June, given a rather volatile first half of the month. Primary detractors of performance during the 

reporting period were our positioning in global equities, the short exposure to US high yields as well as short 
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Summary 

• Global equities surged over the second quarter, rebounding strongly from the steep sell-off over February 

and March. Global bonds posted modestly positive returns with yields in many markets closing the quarter 

little changed from their levels at the end of March. Oil prices and gold reached higher levels, while major 

currencies such as the US dollar (USD) and the British pound (GBP) weakened against the euro.  

• The fund retreated in value (in EUR terms). Main detractors were positions in global equities, short expo-

sure to US high yields and commodities. In contrast, the main positive contributors were the long positions 

in global bonds, gold as well as short positions in natural gas.  
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exposure to commodities such as industrial metals and oil/gasoil. Additionally, being long the Japanese Yen 

(JPY) hurt the Fund’s performance. In contrast, the main positive contributors were our long exposure to global 

bonds, being long gold as well as the short position in natural gas. In addition to that exposure to short duration 

high yields helped.  

 

Performance overview 

*Calculated at the net asset value, excl. front-end load, distributions reinvested. Calculation according to method as defined by BVI, the German Fund Companies 

Association. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. Any front-end loads reduce the capital employed and the performance. Based on the I3 (H2- 

EUR) share class. Source: Allianz Global Investors, data as at 30/06/2020.posted modestly positive returns with yields in many markets closing the quarter little 

changed from their levels at the end of March 

 

From an asset allocation perspective, our short exposure to equities was decreased from -13% to -5% during 

April and then progressively raised to +7% and +17% by end of May and June respectively as global equity 

markets recovered. While he had no exposure to the VIX in April and May, we initiated a new position in June 

ending the quarter with a long position of approximately 1.4%. In contrast, global bond exposure was stable in 

April, moving from  approximately 70% to 71%, then higher to 85% in May and was finally significantly increased 

in by ending the month at about 147%. From a regional perspective, additions were made across the board.  

In credits, the short position in US high yields was increased slightly from about -1% to -2% during April, but then 

decreased and was finally eliminated to went neutral by June. In contrast, the short exposure to emerging 

market credits was reduced from approximately -6% to -4% in April, while we went long about +2% in May and 

stayed about there through the month of June. Within currencies, we stayed around neutral with a net short USD 

position of 8%, mainly because of a 6% JPY long position. In May, we reduced the short USD position to -3% by 

reducing our long positioning in the JPY, while the month of June saw a large increase in the USD short position 

to -26%, primarily through an increase in our long euro exposure. For commodities, our short positions in energy 

and industrial metals respectively stayed in the -5 to -7% and -10% or so range during April and May. In June 

though Energy short positions were raised to about -8%, while the short exposure to industrial metal was 

decreased to about -7%. With respect to precious metals, the long gold position was steadily increased from 

approximately 2% to 3% in April, stayed about there during the middle of the quarter and then was raised to 

about 6% by the end of June. Additionally, the positions in silver and platinum were close to neutral throughout 

at 1% or so in total. 

   

Overall, the performance of the fund during the reporting period was mainly based on the systematic trend-

based component according to scores we retrieved from our Market Cycle Analysis. Therefore, as scores for 

global equities strengthened in most regions in the course of the reporting period, so did our positioning in 

equities. The scores for fixed income followed a similar trajectory in the first half of the period, while government 

bond yields rose sharply at the start of June, touching the highest levels since March amid growing optimism 

over the outlook for the global economy. However, gloomy central bank predictions and an increase in new 

COVID-19 infections in Americas, Europe and Asia caused yields to decline once more, resulting in a higher 

weighting with respect to the portfolio composition. Corporate bonds mostly outperformed government bonds 

during the quarter as spreads tightened. Consequently, we ended the quarter with a long exposure to higher 

yielding fixed income markets. In commodities, US oil prices briefly turned negative for the first time in history 

due to a lack of storage capacity at the beginning of the quarter, while gold conversely rallied. In the course of 

the quarter, oil prices recovered and gold surpassing $ 1,800 an ounce for the first time in more than seven 

years. This was also displayed in our portfolio positioning, maintaining a net short exposure to oil and gasoil 

during the quarter. Industrial metals followed a similar trajectory, ending the quarter with a short position. Gold 

saw positive readings throughout the period. Therefore, the portfolio increased the long exposure in gold. in 

currencies, the readings for the USD weakened especially against the euro in the quarter due to signs that the 

euro-zone economy may be over the worst. While the USD fell against the euro, it rose slightly against the JPY in 

the last month of the quarter. In contrast, the GBP against the USD saw negative readings throughout the 

quarter on limited progress of trade talks with the EU and the Bank of England actively reviewing negative rates. 

 

From a fundamental scores view, after a strong quarter global equity markets entered a consolidation while 

awaiting earnings. The main focus and driver of markets should be on further fiscal and monetary stimulus. 



 Important notes: 
A performance of the strategy is not guaranteed and losses remain possible. A security mentioned as example above will not necessarily be comprised in the portfolio by the 
time this document is disclosed or at any other subsequent date. This is no recommendation or solicitation to buy or sell any particular security. Data gross of fees; calculation 
at the net asset value (BVI method) based on the assumption that distributions are reinvested and excludes initial charges. Individual costs such as fees, commissions and 
other charges have not been taken into consideration and would have a negative impact on the performance if they were included. Past performance is not a reliable indica-
tor of future results. Calculation is based on the most expensive share class. The statements contained herein may include statements of future expectations and other for-
ward-looking statements that are based on management's current views and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual 
results, performance or events to differ materially from those expressed or implied in such statements. We assume no obligation to update any forward-looking statement. 
 
Investing involves risk. The value of an investment and the income from it may fall as well as rise and investors might not get back the full amount invested. Investing in fixed 
income instruments may expose investors to various risks, including but not limited to creditworthiness, interest rate, liquidity and restricted flexibility risks. Changes to the 
economic environment and market conditions may affect these risks, resulting in an adverse effect to the value of the investment. During periods of rising nominal interest 
rates, the values of fixed income instruments (including short positions with respect to fixed income instruments) are generally expected to decline. Conversely, during periods 
of declining interest rates, the values of these instruments are generally expected to rise. Liquidity risk may possibly delay or prevent account withdrawals or redemptions. 
Allianz Multi Asset Long / Short is a sub-fund of Allianz Global Investors Fund SICAV, an open-ended investment company with variable share capital organised under the 
laws of Luxembourg. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. If the currency in which the past performance is displayed differs from the currency of the 
country in which the investor resides, then the investor should be aware that due to the exchange rate fluctuations the performance shown may be higher or lower if convert-
ed into the investor’s local currency. This is for information only and not to be construed as a solicitation or an invitation to make an offer, to conclude a contract, or to buy or 
sell any securities. The products or securities described herein may not be available for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. This is for distribution only as 
permitted by applicable law and in particular not available to residents and/or nationals of the USA. The investment opportunities described herein do not take into account 
the specific investment objectives, financial situation, knowledge, experience or specific needs of any particular person and are not guaranteed. The views and opinions ex-
pressed herein, which are subject to change without notice, are those of the issuer companies at the time of publication. The data used is derived from various sources, and 
assumed to be correct and reliable, but it has not been independently verified; its accuracy or completeness is not guaranteed and no liability is assumed for any direct or 
consequential losses arising from its use, unless caused by gross negligence or wilful misconduct. The conditions of any underlying offer or contract that may have been, or will 
be, made or concluded, shall prevail.  
 
For investors in Europe (excluding Switzerland) 
For a free copy of the sales prospectus, incorporation documents, daily fund prices, key investor information, latest annual and semi-annual financial reports, contact the 
management company Allianz Global Investors GmbH in the fund’s country of domicile, Luxembourg, or the issuer at the address indicated below or www.allianzgi-
regulatory.eu. Austrian investors may also contact the Austrian information agent Allianz Investmentbank AG, Hietzinger Kai 101-105, A-1130 Vienna. Please read these 
documents, which are solely binding, carefully before investing. This is a marketing communication issued by Allianz Global Investors GmbH, www.allianzgi.com, an invest-
ment company with limited liability, incorporated in Germany, with its registered office at Bockenheimer Landstrasse 42-44, 60323 Frankfurt/M, registered with the local court 
Frankfurt/M under HRB 9340, authorised by Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (www.bafin.de). Allianz Global Investors GmbH has established branches in the 
United Kingdom, France, Italy, Spain, Luxembourg, Belgium, Sweden and the Netherlands. Contact details and information on the local regulation are available here 
(www.allianzgi.com/Info). 
 
For investors in Switzerland 
For a free copy of the sales prospectus, incorporation documents, daily fund prices, key investor information, latest annual and semi-annual financial reports, contact the 
management company Allianz Global Investors GmbH in the fund’s country of domicile, Luxembourg, the Swiss funds’ representative and paying agent BNP Paribas Securi-
ties Services, Paris, Zurich branch, Selnaustrasse 16, CH-8002 Zürich or the editor either electronically or by mail at the given address or www.allianzgi-regulatory.eu. Please 
read these documents, which are solely binding, carefully before investing. This is a marketing communication issued by Allianz Global Investors (Schweiz) AG, a 100% subsidi-
ary of Allianz Global Investors GmbH, licensed by FINMA (www.finma.ch) for distribution and by OAKBV (Oberaufsichtskommission berufliche Vorsorge) for asset manage-
ment related to occupational pensions. 

 
The duplication, publication, or transmission of the contents, irrespective of the form, is not permitted; except for the case of explicit permission by Allianz Global Investors 
GmbH.  

Source: Allianz Global Investors, June 2020 

Risks 

− Positive return or capital preservation not guaranteed. The 

fund unit price may be subject to strongly increased volatility.  

− Above-average fluctuations and risk of loss particularly in 

high-opportunity asset-classes  

− Above-average risk of loss in alternative investment 

strategies employing derivatives and long/short strategies 

Opportunities 

+ Prospect for attractive risk-adjusted return throughout the 

market cycle  

+ Flexible use of different high-opportunity asset classes  

+ Potential exploitation of rising and falling asset prices 

through combination of long and short positions 

While growth/quality seems to be ok, value has battled back and looks to hold its own since May. Political risks (US-China relations, US 

elections), a possible 2nd wave as well as slow economic growth risks remain. From a fixed income perspective, the US Fed support 

should keep Treasury yields low but rangebound, while US investment grade spreads have tightened. Additionally, the Bank of 

England (BoE) Quantitative Easing Program is suppressing gilt yields, but the BoE prefers to avoid negative policy rates. With respect 

to Eurozone fixed income, inflation is low and strong fiscal support should be more favourable for risky assets. For credits, the US Fed is 

backing the US corporate bond market, but there is a risk of increased downgrades in the high yield sector. Given rising oil prices, 

attractive spread levels and reopening economies, emerging market debt seems to be attractive in our view. With respect to 

commodities, oil demand is further recovering, while OPEC cuts remain in place but inventories are at historic highs. Gold as a real 

asset remains attractive in our view given the large monetary stimulus globally. On the top level, an economic recovery, low price 

levels and declining cap-ex are positive factors for commodities in the medium term. From a currency perspective, the COVID-19 crises 

should drive the USD, with growth in infection numbers weighting on the USD. The GBP should continue to devalue in our opinion 

when negotiations about a UK-EU trade agreement show no progress. Finally, the USD and the JPY both react as a safe haven 

currency, while sentiment wise the JPY is preferable to the USD. 


